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WORLD & NATION
Vatican experts debate when human life starts
not such research is licit... remains suspended because of a lack of identification
of the material, or physical object of the
action," said the article.
VAMCAN Q T Y - W h e n the landmark
encyciicalyHymanae Vitae, restated the
In other words, a very basic question rechurch's, condemnation of abortion in
mains unanswered about the product of
1968,-it seemed clear to all that the fetus
SCNT: Is diis human life?
was indeed a nascent human being—a poVatican officials said that as long as
sition that has been held from the time of
doubt exists, there remains a moral obligearly church councils.
ation to refrain from experimenting with
this type of process. They did not exclude
But as the recent debate over cloning
the possibility that SCNT could be shown
and stem cells illustrates, defining what is
to work without creating even a "singlehuman life is becoming more difficult
cell" embryo. But they said me burden of
Vatican officials from PopeJohn Paul II
proof was on researchers to demonstrate
down have strongly defended the embryo's
this without using human cell transfers.
right to develop, saying the mere probability a human person is involved is enough
As genetic research focuses more on the
to rule out an embryo's suppression.
earliest stages of human development uncertainty about when an individual comes
To emphasize the point, one Vatican ofinto existence has been thrown into high
ficial, Cardinal Dario Castrillon Hoyos, has
relief, even among some theologians.
lately spoken about Jesus' incarnation as
beginning with the stages of embryo and
Salesian Fadier Norman Ford, an Auseven zygote, when the nuclei of egg and
tralian expert on health ethics, believes it
sperm cells fuse.
is difficult to claim that thefirsttwo or four
cells formed by a zygote constitute an "orBut in late December, the Vatican's exganized human individual." He tends to
perts appeared momentarily disoriented
accept the 14-day period of embryonic deby one of the latest developments on the
velopment as the starting point for indibio-genetic front: a technique that, acvidual identity — though in practice he
cording to some researchers, manages to
gives me young embryo the "benefit of the
transplant human cell nuclei in a cloning
doubt", as church teaching requires.
process without creating a human embryo.
The process, called somatic cell nuclear
Redemptorist Father Brian V. Johntransfer, or SCNT, is important because it
stone, a moral theologian at Rome's Alcan grow human stem cells, which experts
fonsiana University who has closely folbelieve could help heal a host of diseases.
lowed the stem-cell debate, says
The Vatican newspaper, L'Osseruatore Ro- theologians may be taking a wrong path
when they peg their arguments on such demano, initially praised SCNT, saying the
tailed scientific data.
news that it did not produce an embryo
was an "extremely positive element"
"If we're asking whether we have any certainty of the point at which we can say a huBut at virtually the same moment othman individual is present as far as I can
er bishops and Vatican experts disputed
see, we don't know," he said.
the claim of SCNT, saying there was no
guarantee that this type of cloning would
"The next question is: What is the signot produce a developing human life.
. nificance of not knowing?" he said.
Nearly a week later, the Vatican newsHe said that from an ethical point of
paper ran a 3,000-word article on the isview, it is less important to define the presue, written by the top two officials of the
cise moment when a human individual
Pontifical Academy for Life. Their ethical
comes into existence and more important
verdict pn SCNT: It's too soon to say.
to consider the implications and conse"The moral judgment on whedier or
quences of destroying any embryo.
iThavis
Cafto$cTNews Service

Fadier Johnstone acknowledged that
unlike the fetus, the status of the embryo
— including diose of one or few cells — is
me subject of doubt in die minds of many,
including ordinary Catholics. This uncertainty can create problems in accepting the
church's teachings, he said.
But he pointed out mat die church has
lived widi uiis type of uncertainty before.
For centuries, he said, it was generally accepted Uiat "ensoulment" of die human being did not occur until after 40 or more
•days of fetal development Despite diat
margin, however, die church did not teach
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Aristide returns
Jean-Bertrand Aristide is sworn in as president of Haiti Feb. 7 in Port-auPrince. Aristide, a former Catholic priest known to champion Haiti's poor,
stands with former President Rene Preval (left) and Senate President Yvon
Neptune.
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nsignor Juan Celw, rector ofthe Holy Rosary
lajor Seminary in Naga City, the Philippines,
notes: "Most if not aD, of cturseniinariaiis come from
families who cannot afford to support uieir sons at the
seminary.''

Club 24

TTbther Ferdinando
X Navera, a newly ordained
priest,was once a student at Holy
Rosary. He says: "I would like to
express my profound gratitude to
all of you for helping usrealizeour dream of becoming
priests. Weh^veuieoprxTtuiiirytoenjoy4servinguieLord
through our brothers and sisters today because of the
spiritual and material assistance extended to us while we
were still studying. You have become a part of our lives."
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TTS/ery day, stories like Father Navera's are repeated
JZ^ throughout the Missions — and, with God's grace and
your help, such stories may continue well into thefuture.
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that destroying an early-stage embryo was
acceptable, he said.
The church today does not take an official position on when die human soul is
present But-Dowwwt Vitae, a 1987 instruction by the Vatican's doctrinal congregation, said that "unconditional respect" is
due to the human being "from the moment die zygote has formed."
Fadier Johnstone said basic human intuition about life issues tends to support
me church's view diat embryos deserve the
benefit of die doubt about dieir right to
life.
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